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linear scans are used for traversing tree maps and lists. in a tree, the
paths are generally from the root to the leaves. in a linear scan, the
path is from the leftmost leaf to the rightmost leaf in the tree. while

traversing linear scans, if a node is encountered which can be
processed in place, then it should be processed in place. search trees

are used for finding items. they are built from a root node which is
connected to branches. in a binary search tree, the root is the node

where we are searching for an item. each node has a key, a left pointer
which points to the child of the node with smaller key, and a right

pointer which points to the child of the node with larger key. adjacency
lists are a special case of trees that are able to store both references to

the items and those items themselves. a tree is formed with a single
root which has a left pointer that points to the left child of the root.
each of the left children of the root stores a node which contains

references to their items. r is an interactive environment that makes it
easy to apply advanced statistical concepts to your data. this book

introduces you to the basics of r, and focuses on the analysis of
relational data in r. relational data are commonly found in the following

formats, which are neatly paired with r commands to perform a
statistical analysis: relational databases online data files serialized

arrays dictionaries data mining and machine learning with r offers two
brand new books on-the-go to help you accelerate your workflow as

you tackle data mining projects. machine learning with r: data mining
and pattern recognition provides effective tools and approaches for

machine learning, including: data mining feature extraction nonlinear
classification pattern recognition supervised learning
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